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• Network Ubiquity 
–More than a billion Internet users and three billion 
wireless subscribers, worldwide

• Open Standards 
–Widely-adopted technical and transaction 
specifications

• New Business Designs 
–Horizontally-integrated operations

World Economy in a New Era
21st-Century Drivers of Change



TWO KEY POINTS ON 
GLOBALIZATION



INNOVATION DEFINED

•Innovation resides at the 
intersection of invention and 
insight, leading to the creation 
of social and economic value

•US National Innovation 
Initiative
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Research is
the Transformation

of Money into Knowledge

Innovation is the 
Transformation of Knowledge

into Money *

Consequence:

• The job is not finished,
when research is done.

• The job is done, when
research has led to inno-
vations with benefits for
customers.

*  Bamelis, Bayer

PUTTING THINGS PERSPECTIVE:
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PUTTING THINGS PERSPECTIVE:



THE US INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM 
BENCHMARK





































THE US ATP BENCHMARK





For-profit company
3-year time limit
$2M award cap
Company pays indirect 
costs
Large companies cost share 
at least 60% of total project 
cost

At least 2 for-profit companies
5-year time limit
No limit on award amount (other than 
availability of funds)
Industry share >50% total cost

As a Single Company:

Two Ways to Apply …

ATP encourages teaming arrangements
Most projects involve alliances

As a Joint Venture:
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Research & 
Invention

Innovation:  new 
business

Research & 
Invention

Innovation & 
new business

“Struggle for Life”in a Sea of Technical and Entrepreneurship Risks

Need for ATP Funding
Branscomb’s Darwinian Sea

The Struggle of Inventions to
Become Innovations



Measure Against Mission

Inputs Outputs Outcomes Impacts

FEEDBACK

EVALUATION

ATP funding
Industry cost-
share
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S&T 
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Acceleration
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Broad 
national 
economic 
benefits



Timeline: 
What We Measure When
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Award/participant 
characteristics
R&D partnering
Acceleration of R&D
Innovative technology 
development

– Patents
– Publications
– Competitive advantage
– Prototype products & 

processes

Commercial activity
– New products
– New processes
– Licensing

Attraction of capital
Strategic alliances
Company growth

Broad national economic 
benefits

– Return on investment
– Public
– Private
– Social

– Inter-industry diffusion
– Increased GDP &  tax base
– Societal impacts



Components of ATP's
Evaluation Program

• Descriptive (statistical) profiling of
– Applicants
– Projects

• Progress measures derived from
– Surveys
– ATP's "Business Reporting System"

• Real-time monitoring of research
– ATP Staff visits
– Company technical reports

Participants
Technologies



Components of ATP's
Evaluation Program

• Microeconomic case studies
• Macroeconomic projections of long-term 

impacts
• Methodological research
• Empirical assessment of project & 

program outcomes
– Private returns
– Social returns
– "Public" returns



Partnership Effects
Reported to Date

• Increased R&D -- of the High Risk/Enabling/ Long-
term Type

• Accelerated R&D/Accelerated Commercialization
• Enlarged-Scope R&D                Generic Solutions
• Research efficiency savings
• New opportunities from combing diverse 

technologies
• Solutions to complex systems problems
• Resolution of supply - chain Issues
• Projected net benefits from partnership projects
• Other effects



THE CHINA QUESTION:
Li Yuese nanti

• Few people, other than scholars, will be familiar with the story of the 
Cambridge don whose study of China’s scientific history helped to change 
the West’s appraisal of a civilisation once thought hopelessly backward. 

• By the time Joseph Needham died in 1995, he had published 17 
volumes of his “Science and Civilisation in China” series, including 
several that he wrote entirely on his own. 

• The Chinese began printing 600 years before Johannes Gutenberg 
introduced the technique in Germany. They built the first chain drive 700 
years before the Europeans. And they made use of a magnetic compass at 
least a century before the first reference to it appeared elsewhere. 

• So why, in the middle of the 15th century, did this advanced 
civilisation suddenly cease its spectacular progress?

• So powerful has Needham’s contribution been to the historiography of 
Chinese science that this conundrum is still known as “The Needham 
Question”. Even the Chinese themselves use it: the phrase in 
Mandarin is Li Yuese nanti. 

• In 1936 three Chinese assistants came to work in his biochemistry 
laboratory. One, Lu Gwei-djen, who came from Nanjing, began teaching him 
Chinese, which ignited Needham’s interest in the country’s technological 
and scientific past. He retrained as a Sinologist and took a job in Chongqing 
as Britain’s scientific emissary. 



Chinafrique…
• FP: How does China’s investment in Africa differ from the powers who 

came before it? 

• SM: There are five major differences: 
– One, China has no colonial past. 
– Two, it has a pan-African approach, unlike Europeans who only 

worked in their former territories. 
– Three, China sets no political conditions on its cooperation (such 

as democracy and transparency). The only requirement is that the
African country must sever its ties with Taiwan. 

– Fourth, China finances infrastructure, such as dams, roads, and 
railroads, and it constructs them with its own labor. 

– Fifth, China is the last centralized system and can easily offer
“package” deals that include, to use Guinea as an example, a 
bauxite mine, a dam, a power station, a refinery, and a railway—all 
financed by the Exim Bank of China. Its North American 
competitors always refused to embark on refining, because they 
said there was not enough electricity in the country, even though 
122 sites have been identified as ideal for constructing dams. 



THE CHINA QUESTION Re-visited…:
Li Yuese nanti

• Needham never fully worked out why China’s inventiveness dried 
up. 

• Other academics have made their own suggestions: the stultifying 
pursuit of bureaucratic rank in the Middle Kingdom and the absence 
of a mercantile class to foster competition and self-improvement; the 
sheer size of China compared with the smaller states of Europe 
whose fierce rivalries fostered technological competition; its 
totalitarianism. 

• With its unreformed one-party system, its rote-learning in schools 
and state control of big businesses, “new China” is hardly a haven 
for innovative thinking. Yet the Chinese continue to fret about the 
Needham question. 

• A Communist Party chief of a middle school in central China recently 
said that it deserved deep thought and that the answer lay in an
education system that fails to emphasize improving “character”. 

• A former government minister also referred to Needham’s lament 
that China had produced no idea or invention of global impact for 
more than 500 years. Its contribution henceforth, the official said, 
should be “harmony”. 



• The brightest frontiers of 
knowledge reside at the 
intersection of technology, 
insight and traditional 
disciplines 

• A collaborative, sustained 
commitment by industry, 
government and academia is 
essential

• Innovation is a culture, not a 
department

•Nick D’Onofrio, 
–IBM Sr. Exec. VP
–Invited Lecture, GWU SoB, 
October 2007

Points to Remember…



"The innovator has for enemies all who have done well under the old, and 
lukewarm defenders in those who may do well under the new law."

Nicolò Machiavelli

Words of Wisdom to remember...



Ending Thoughts...
• 'Until philosophers are kings, or the kings and 
princes of this world have the spirit and power of 
philosophy,... cities will never have rest from their 

evils - no, nor the human race as I believe...'                 
[Plato, The Republic, Vol. 5, p. 492]

• 'The lowest form of thinking is the bare 
recognition of the object. The highest, the 

comprehensive intuition of the man who sees all 
things as part of a system.’ [Plato]



She – she !!! ☺


